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in 2017, acd labs released acdlabs-nmr-predictor, an easy-to-use graphical tool for predicting
chemical shifts from a molecular structure. in 2018, acd labs released the acd labs nmr predictor

suite of tools, which included acdlabs-nmr-predictor, acdlabs-nmr-assign, and acdlabs-nmr-predict. in
2019, acd labs released acdlabs-nmr-predictor v2.0, which was the result of a significant upgrade to

acdlabs-nmr-predictor to make it easier to use and incorporate the latest developments in nmr
spectroscopy. use the included chemical structure interpreter to read chemical structures directly
from a file or the included acd/chemsketch. easily interpret chemical structures and share them
between software packages or databases using acd/chemsketch. chemical structure interpreter
works with many chemical file formats, including smiles, inchi, and inchikey. chemical structure
interpreter comes with a standalone version that supports many chemical file formats and the

acd/chemsketch software. the acd labs smart form api (application programming interface) for use in
other software applications is licensed under the creative commons attribution license ( and is free

for all use. however, if you use our api on your own website, you must get permission from acd labs.
acd labs has been at the forefront of software innovation for the last 23 years. we continuously

evolve our range of software to address the needs of our customers in the chemical, pharmaceutical,
biotechnology, environmental, and petrochemical industries. our customer-focused philosophy is

what makes us different from the rest and we are proud to have our world-renowned technology at
the forefront of r&d.
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